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This section presents our conclusions regarding the present state of development and use of sce-
narios for climate-change applications, and some recommendations for specific changes or initia-
tives to advance current practice to make scenarios more useful.

Before doing so, we briefly reprise some key definitional points, because uses of the term scenarios
are so divergent.  We have defined scenarios as descriptions of future conditions produced to in-
form decision-making under uncertainty.  This definition distinguishes scenarios from assessments,
models, decision analyses, and other decision-support activities.  Scenarios may be developed and
used in conjunction with these – for example, scenarios can provide descriptions of potential fu-
ture conditions used as inputs to such activities – but are not identical to these, and not alterna-
tives to them.  

We have also distinguished scenarios from other types of future statements intended to inform
decisions, such as projections, predictions, and forecasts.  Relative to these, scenarios tend to be
more multivariate (but still schematic), tend to be developed in groups, and tend to presume
lower predictive confidence.  The last condition is the case in part because scenarios tend to be
used in situations where the basis for forecasting is less established because of deeper uncer-
tainties, or for situations that pertain to further in the future beyond the range for which there
is high confidence in specific projections, even contingent ones.  

Having distinguished scenarios from these related activities, we consider a broad set of scenarios
of diverse characteristics and uses, including simple and complex scenarios, quantitative and qual-
itative scenarios as well as various combinations of the two, and scenarios whose primary use and
interpretation is positive or normative.  Where we intend our conclusions and recommendations
to apply to only certain types or uses of scenarios, we state this explicitly. Unless stated other-
wise, they pertain to all types of global-change scenarios we are considering. 
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5.1  USE OF SCENARIOS IN 
CLIMATE-CHANGE DECISIONS 

Scenarios can make valuable contribu-
tions to climate-change decision-making.
Many of the decisions that will comprise
society’s response to climate change –
whether mitigation, adaptation, or other re-
sponses – involve high stakes, deep uncer-
tainties, and long time horizons.  Scenarios
can help inform these decisions by structur-
ing present knowledge and uncertainty,
prompting critical examination of present
assumptions and practices, stimulating new
insights, identifying key pitfalls and oppor-
tunities, or providing a framework for the as-
sessment of particular decisions.  For some
decisions, which involve irreversible near-
term commitment to choices whose conse-
quences extend over a horizon involving
substantial uncertainties, some form of sce-
nario-based reasoning may be essential.

There is a big gap between the use of sce-
narios in current practice and their po-
tential contributions. Despite their evident
value and capability, many climate-related
decisions that could benefit from scenarios
(e.g., many decisions regarding long-term
management and investments in climate-
sensitive areas such as freshwater systems
or coastal zones) are not using them.  In-
deed, many such decisions are still being
made without considering climate change
at all.  Conversely, many climate-change
scenarios have only weak and indirect con-
nections to practical decisions related to
climate-change mitigation or adaptation.

Interest in considering and using climate-
change scenarios is sharply increasing.
There is increasing interest in considering
climate-change scenarios in diverse deci-
sion and planning processes.  This trend is
strongest for planning and decisions con-
cerned with climate-change impacts and
adaptation. The trend reflects advances in
scientific understanding of climate change,
gradual maturation of models and analytic
tools, and increasing recognition by deci-
sion-makers of the potential importance of
climate change.  Given the high general con-
cern about climate change and the advance

of background scientific knowledge, we ex-
pect this trend to continue, and to broaden
to other types of climate-related decisions.

Scenarios of global emissions and result-
ant changes in atmospheric trace-gas 
concentrations and climate are a core 
requirement shared by many diverse
climate-related decisions. Although cli-
mate-change decision-makers and their
particular information needs are highly di-
verse, many will need scenarios of global
emissions and resultant climate change,
and many more will need information that
depends on these.  Consistent scenarios of
global emissions and climate change, pro-
vided centrally at the national or interna-
tional level, can serve these diverse needs –
if they are presented with enough trans-
parency and documentation of their under-
lying reasoning and assumptions.

Beyond global emissions and resultant cli-
mate change, decision-makers’ needs
from scenarios are highly diverse.  Differ-
ent climate-change decision-makers will
have highly variable needs from scenarios,
in the factors and variables included, the
time and spatial scale at which they are pro-
vided, and the nature of uncertainties rep-
resented.  The means for meeting these
additional needs will likely be diverse, too.
Some will call for separate, specialized sce-
nario production capabilities.  A major dis-
tinction in scenario-related needs can be
drawn between impacts and adaptation
managers, mitigation policy-makers, and
energy resource and technology managers.

Impacts and adaptation managers need
scenarios that project impacts relevant to
their specific responsibilities, and the
major determinants of vulnerability and
adaptive capacity. Impacts and adaptation
managers include both national officials
and others responsible for more specific
domains of impact.  These decision-mak-
ers need climate-change scenarios, driven
by specified global emissions scenarios, to
provide information about potential cli-
mate-related stresses on their areas of re-
sponsibility.  In addition, they need other
environmental and socio-economic infor-
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mation specific to their areas of responsi-
bility, at appropriate spatial and temporal
scales.  Meeting these needs will require
both easy access to centrally produced cli-
mate scenario information with associated
tools and support, and development of de-
centralized capabilities for developing and
applying additional scenario-related infor-
mation.  Many of these specific informa-
tion needs are likely to be similar in
character for many particular locations and
types of impact. 

Meeting information needs for impacts
and adaptation requires a cross-scale or-
ganizational structure.  These decisions’
combination of centralized and decentral-
ized information needs suggests the need
for a linked network of institutions at na-
tional and sub-national levels to develop
scenarios.  Such a structure would combine
central provision of globally consistent
emissions and climate change scenarios;
decentralized elaboration of these scenar-
ios with additional variables required for
regional impacts and adaptation analyses;
and provision of tools and resources to sup-
port development and use of scenarios. 

Scenarios for impact and adaptation man-
agers should be based on emissions as-
sumptions that include a likely range of
mitigation interventions, now and in the
future.  The emissions assumptions under-
lying scenarios for impacts managers
should be based on the likely range of fu-
ture global emissions trajectories, includ-
ing explicit assumptions about what
degrees of further mitigation effort are
likely over time.  This will typically imply
a narrower range of emission futures than is
considered in scenarios to support mitiga-
tion decisions.

Mitigation policy-makers need scenarios
that project alternative emissions trends in
their own jurisdiction and others, and the
major factors that will influence mitiga-
tion opportunities, constraints, and costs.
Mitigation policy-makers are usually offi-
cials who make national policy and partic-
ipate in international negotiations, but this
group also includes sub-national officials

when they share mitigation responsibilities
or undertake mitigation initiatives.  Serious
pursuit of greenhouse-gas mitigation will
require major policy innovations that carry
significant risks of many kinds, including
the effectiveness and cost of the policies
but also their effects on government budg-
ets, competitiveness of particular industries,
opportunities for national technological ca-
pabilities, etc.  Decision-makers consider-
ing such policies will need scenarios of
global and national emissions trends, re-
sultant climate change, and aggregate im-
pacts.  In addition, they will need to
consider many factors specific to their ju-
risdictions – e.g., national policies, institu-
tions, economic structure, technological
capabilities, and the detailed structure of na-
tional emissions – and information about the
policy environment for their choices, in-
cluding alternative scenarios of other na-
tions’ mitigation strategies, international
mitigation decisions, and implementation
and compliance.

Scenarios for mitigation decisions should
include a wide range of baseline emis-
sions assumptions and should not pre-
judge the likely level of mitigation effort.
Scenarios used to inform mitigation deci-
sions should consider the full range of po-
tential mitigation choices on the agenda,
defined relative to baseline assumptions
that, as much as possible, reflect only ef-
forts already enacted or committed, includ-
ing a range of reasonable assumptions
about implementation and compliance.
This assumption typically implies a wider
range of emissions futures than is consid-
ered in scenarios to support impacts and
adaptation decisions. 

Mitigation decision-makers can use tar-
get-driven scenarios for backcasting. Mit-
igation decision-making may also benefit
from scenarios that impose explicit future
environmental targets such as limits on
emissions or atmospheric concentrations,
together with assumptions about policy and
implementation elsewhere, and reason
backwards to explore alternative paths to,
and implications and requirements of attain-
ing that goal, including feasibility, costs, and
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tradeoffs.  These must be defined in ways rel-
evant to the level of decision-making being
informed, i.e., alternative national targets 
to inform national policy-making, in the
broader context of alternative global base-
lines or global targets.

Informing mitigation decisions requires
capacity for scenario development at the
national level. While core scenarios of
global emissions and climate-change can
provide some of the required input into mit-
igation decisions, these decisions require
additional information that must be pro-
vided at the national or sub-national level
where the decisions are being considered,
generated in consultation with relevant de-
cision-makers or their surrogates.

Energy resource and technology man-
agers need scenarios that represent the
political and economic environment for
energy investments, including mitigation
policies.  Energy resource and technology
managers concerned with private responses
to mitigation policy primarily need scenar-
ios that represent alternative policy
regimes.  Emissions and climate change
underlie these as influences on policy de-
cisions, but do not capture the most impor-
tant uncertainties for these decision-
makers.  While many actors may wish to
generate these scenarios privately to keep
their assumptions and analyses confiden-
tial, there may also be value in multi-party
collaborative scenario-building exercises in
which today’s policy-makers and corporate
planners jointly examine what range of pol-
icy, economic, and energy regimes is plau-
sible or likely over the 30- to 50-year time
horizons relevant for investment and tech-
nology-development decisions.

Scenarios must be periodically revised and
updated.  For all types of decisions and de-
cision-makers, developing scenarios, ap-
plying them to inform decisions, and
refining scenario methods, are iterative
processes.  Limitations to present scenar-
ios or methods do not in general justify de-
laying consideration of such decisions, any
more than scientific uncertainties do.  Still,
scenarios must be periodically updated,

based on new knowledge, experience, and
priorities, as well as further developments
in scenario-related methods.  Such updates
are needed much more frequently than the
decision time horizons.

5.2  USE OF SCENARIOS 
IN CLIMATE-CHANGE
ASSESSMENTS 

Large-scale, official assessments are the
major use for scenarios at present and are
likely to remain an important use.  Large-
scale, official assessments represent the
most prominent demand for climate-related
scenarios at present, and are likely to re-
main major users, particularly for coordi-
nated scenarios of global emissions and
resultant climate-change.

Within assessments, scenarios mainly
serve to support further analysis, model-
ing, and assessment.  When scenarios are
used in assessments, certain users are
clearly identified: e.g., climate modelers
are major users of emissions scenarios,
while impacts assessors and modelers are
major users of climate-change scenarios.
These users have specific scenario needs,
and close consultation is possible between
scenario producers and users to meet these
needs. Substantial progress has been made
in providing useful scenarios for these
groups, at both the national and interna-
tional level.  These efforts should be con-
tinued and expanded.  

The presentation of scenarios in assess-
ments leads to many additional, unforeseen
uses. Scenarios presented in large-scale as-
sessments gain prominent dissemination
that results in their being put to many uses
their developers did not foresee.  Scenarios
should pursue clarity of documentation and
transparency about underlying reasoning
and assumptions, to improve the ease of use
and reduce the risk of misunderstanding in
such derivative uses, although they cannot
anticipate all information needs of an open-
ended set of diverse potential uses.

In assessments, scenarios can strongly in-
fluence issue framing.  Also because of
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their prominent dissemination, scenarios
presented in major assessments can exer-
cise substantial influence over the framing
of policy discussions or provide simple,
widely used metrics of the seriousness of
the issue.  They may consequently exercise
broad influence over many decisions that
depend upon such aggregate perceptions of
seriousness.  The prospect of such influ-
ence further heightens the responsibility for
transparency in production of scenarios.

Scenarios contain unavoidable elements
of judgment in both their production and
use. Although they draw on relevant data,
knowledge, and analysis, scenarios in-
evitably contain elements of judgment.  In
addition to putting serious responsibilities
onto scenario developers, this implies that
there is no authoritative way to resolve ar-
guments over whether a scenario is plausi-
ble or not.  When a wide enough range of
potential futures is considered, some sce-
narios are likely to draw criticism, in part
motivated by opposition to their foresee-
able implications for action.  Any scenario
can be attacked as unreasonable, specula-
tive or unlikely, and close enough scrutiny
of any scenario can usually reveal incon-
sistencies, but these do not provide suffi-
cient basis for excluding a scenario from
consideration.  Indeed, scenarios designed
to represent extreme events, or to lie near
one end of a distribution of potential out-
comes, should by definition appear un-
likely.  The most productive response to
such criticisms lies in transparency about
the process, reasoning, and assumptions
used to produce scenarios.  Such trans-
parency can shift arguments to underlying
uncertainties, and help limit biases in the
production of scenarios. 

5.3  CHARACTERISTICS 
OF “CORE” EMISSIONS AND
CLIMATE SCENARIOS

Centrally provided scenarios of emissions
and climate change can help inform miti-
gation and adaptation decisions at na-
tional and sub-national scale, but these
will usually require additional informa-
tion as well.  Central scenarios can provide

information about trends in world emis-
sions, underlying socio-economic condi-
tions at the scale of major world regions,
and the large-scale pattern of global policy
response.  They can also provide access to
climate-model scenario output, plus tools,
data, and support for producing finer-scale
scenario information needed for particular
impact and adaptation applications.  Miti-
gation and adaptation decisions and asso-
ciated assessments at national or smaller
spatial scale will need more detailed and
finer-scale climate and socio-economic in-
formation than can be provided by central-
ized scenarios, so these must be extended
and/or modified by national and sub-na-
tional scenario processes.  

Scenarios of emissions and resultant cli-
mate change should be global in scope
and century-scale in time horizon. Core
emissions and climate-change scenarios
should specify major climate-relevant
emissions and other perturbations, globally
and for major world regions.  They should
extend over a time horizon of at least 100
years (including some that extend 200-300
years to support assessments of sea level
rise), with interim results at roughly
decadal resolution. 

Emissions scenarios of several distinct
logical types will be needed to serve di-
verse purposes.  These will include some
combination of alternative baselines, alterna-
tive levels of incremental stringency of miti-
gation effort, and specified future targets to
support backcasting and feasibility analysis.

For some uses, emissions scenarios should
be coupled to explicit scenarios of alter-
native socio-economic futures.  For these
scenarios, the range of potential socio-eco-
nomic and policy futures considered should
be wider than has been considered to date,
including scenarios of policy failure and
conflict, and a wide range of stringency and
timing of mitigation effort.  For example,
what if development stagnates in major
world regions?  What if world emissions
grow sharply for several decades with lit-
tle control effort, followed by a subsequent
shift to stringent mitigation efforts? What
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if part of the world makes a lot of effort and
part makes very little?  Considering such
varied future histories is crucial for consid-
ering long-term risks and opportunities
from major mitigation choices.

Scenarios should reflect various explicit
degrees of coordination, depending on
their intended uses.  Some uses will re-
quire groups of simple coordinated scenar-
ios to provide standardized inputs for
downstream modeling and analysis – e.g.,
standard emissions scenarios as inputs to
climate models and standard climate sce-
narios as inputs to impact assessments – for
exploring present uncertainties and track-
ing developments of knowledge over time.
Other scenarios should be based on multiple
models using common input assumptions.
Non-standardized scenarios produced at the
initiative of researchers and modelers should
also be produced, which explore alternative
assumptions or meet specific user needs,
provided these meet basic standards of
quality control, transparency, and docu-
mentation. 

Some scenarios should seek to link quali-
tative and quantitative elements. Some
scenarios of socio-economic conditions,
whether produced to support global emis-
sions scenarios or impacts assessments,
should include both qualitative and quanti-
tative elements and sustained analytic ef-
forts to link the two.  Qualitative or narrative
scenario elements can provide a vehicle to
explore major historical uncertainties with
large implications for global emissions, cli-
mate change, and vulnerability to climate
impacts; provide a coherent rationale and
logical structure to connect assumed tra-
jectories for multiple variables, including
both quantitative and qualitative ones; and
provide guidance to other analysts or users
who may wish to extend the scenarios by
elaborating additional detail.  Achieving
these benefits will require more sustained
effort to integrate model-based projections
of quantitative variables with qualitative
and narrative scenario elements, to iterate
between these, and to critically examine
each element in light of the other, than has

been made thus far.  These efforts should
seek to connect alternative qualitative and
narrative scenarios not just to alternative
parameter values in quantitative models,
but also to alternative forms of causal rela-
tions and model structures.  Generating
multiple alternative model quantifications
based on the same narrative and associated
causal logic is one promising route to en-
riching understanding of uncertainties in
key quantitative variables such as future
economic output and emissions.

5.4  SCENARIO PROCESS:
DEVELOPER-USER
INTERACTIONS

There is value in collaboration between
scenario developers and users, particu-
larly at the beginning and ending stages
of a scenario exercise. The appropriate de-
gree and means of this collaboration vary
substantially among scenario exercises.
User engagement is most important in the
initial scoping and design of a scenario ex-
ercise, and in the evaluation and applica-
tion of the scenarios generated.  The value
of user engagement in details of scenario
development, quantification, elaboration,
and checking, depends on the specific case.

The ease of achieving such collaboration
and its value are likely to be greater when
scenario users are clearly identified, few
in number, and similar in their interests
and perspectives. When potential scenario
users are identified, relatively few, and rel-
atively homogenous, close and intensive
collaboration between users and develop-
ers is likely to be most productive.  When
potential users are numerous and diverse,
intensive engagement may be infeasible
and more structured processes for consul-
tation, representation, and information ex-
change are needed.  While progress has
been made in new methods to allow larger
numbers to participate in scenario exer-
cises, further development of such methods
is needed. 
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5.5  COMMUNICATION 
OF SCENARIOS

Effective communication of scenarios is
essential, in forms useful to audiences of
diverse interests and technical skills. Sce-
narios must be communicated effectively to
their potential users, including both techni-
cal and non-technical audiences.  In addi-
tion to the contents or outputs of scenarios,
communication should include associated
documentation, tools, and support for their
use.  Various methods should be used to
promote broad dissemination of scenario
information; for instance, presentations, re-
ports, websites, and centralized data distri-
bution centers.  To facilitate user
understanding of results, various methods
should be used to communicate numerical
and technical information, including multi-
ple tabular, summary, and graphical formats,
ideally with user-interactive capabilities.

Transparency of underlying reasoning
and assumptions is crucial. Scenario com-
munication should include transparent dis-
closure of underlying assumptions, models,
and reasoning used to produce the scenar-
ios, to support the credibility of scenarios,
to alert potential users to conditions under
which they might wish to use or modify
them, and to inform criticism and improve-
ment of scenarios.  This should include ex-
plicit identification of the major
uncertainties represented in each scenario
and the sources of underlying information,
whether drawn from the scientific litera-
ture, formal expert-elicitation exercises, or
informal judgments of the scenario team.
It is possible in virtually all cases to for-
mulate simple, accessible, honest descrip-
tions of why a scenario was undertaken,
why it was necessary, what was done, how
and why, and why it merits respect as a rea-
sonable judgment.  

5.6  CONSISTENCY AND
INTEGRATION IN SCENARIOS

Any scenario should be internally consis-
tent in its assumptions and reasoning, to
the extent this can be established given
present knowledge.  Carefully pursuing

consistency within individual scenarios 
can be an intensive and time-consuming
process, but is crucial to avoid problems
that can discredit a scenario exercise.

In scenario exercises that use multiple
models to explore potential uncertainties
in future conditions, consistency between
models should be pursued primarily
through coordination of inputs, not out-
puts. Use of multiple models in parallel to
produce alternative descriptions of future
conditions can improve understanding of
uncertainties, if models are run under 
consistent assumptions about exogenous
inputs.  Forcing models to generate consis-
tent trajectories for endogenous outputs
poses several risks, including suppressing
variation from alternative causal structures
that could provide valuable insights into
uncertainties, and encouraging over-confi-
dence from spurious precision.  For quanti-
ties that are exogenous in some models and
endogenous in others, the appropriate treat-
ment varies case by case, but it is not gen-
erally desirable to force multiple models to
convergent values of such variables with-
out more detailed examination of the un-
derlying uncertainties.

Imposing consistent outputs in multi-
model exercises can be useful, however,
when these outputs represent common
goals for policy evaluation. For example,
consistent constraints on some environ-
mentally relevant target such as emissions,
atmospheric concentrations, or radiative
forcings, can be used to examine inter-
model uncertainties in the technological,
economic, and resource conditions associ-
ated with meeting the specified targets.

Transparency in reporting scenario and
model differences as well as underlying
assumptions and reasoning can help mit-
igate the effects of inconsistencies among
scenarios.  Ideally, multiple scenarios in an
exercise should differ only on those ele-
ments intentionally chosen to distinguish
them, and be consistent in all other factors.
However, this is not always possible, par-
ticularly when scenarios are produced
using different models.  Pursuing maximal
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transparency about the models, assump-
tions, and reasoning underlying each 
scenario – perhaps by issuing detailed di-
agnostic reports that include explicit dis-
cussion of points of weakness, uncertainty,
and disagreements, and the means used to
resolve them – can mitigate any resultant
confusion.

5.7  TREATMENT OF
UNCERTAINTY IN SCENARIOS

Some scenario exercises should include
more explicit characterization of likeli-
hood judgments than has been practiced
so far.  The advantages of being more ex-
plicit about the probability judgments that
underlie scenario exercises are likely to
outweigh the disadvantages.  Such specifi-
cation should be pursued further than has
been done in major global-change scenario
exercises to date, although not necessarily
in all scenario exercises.  The means avail-
able to express these judgments are of
widely varying specificity, ranging from
agreed terminology202 to explicitly quanti-
fied probability distributions.  All such
judgments should include explicit ac-
knowledgement of their inevitably subjec-
tive elements and appropriate caveats to
help users avoid mistaking them as objec-
tively true.

Explicit probability judgments are easiest
to produce and least controversial in sce-
narios generated using quantitative mod-
els of climate change or specific impact
domains.  Scenarios generated using such
models can be conditioned on specific as-
sumed values for socio-economic inputs
such as emissions, and can represent ex-
plicitly and quantitatively the effects of
specified variation in initial conditions or
unknown parameter values.  These devices
are also available, although in less wide-
spread use, in economic models used to
project emissions.  These devices aid in
constructing distributions of key quantita-
tive characteristics, such as measures of

global or regional climate, or of prominent
quantitative impact measures, such as
changes in river flows or sea level, al-
though they neither capture all relevant 
uncertainty nor avoid the inevitably sub-
jective nature of such probability judg-
ments.  Explicit probability judgments are
more difficult and controversial when they
involve socio-economic factors for which
quantitative models are not available, and
that do not depend in well understood ways
on identified quantitative parameters.  Such
factors include major technological inno-
vations, large-scale changes in attitudes or
norms, or policy response.

Attempting to include explicit probability
judgments is likely to be most useful and
successful when key variables are few,
quantitative outcomes are needed, and po-
tential users are numerous and diverse.
The case for assigning explicit likelihood
judgments is strongest when scenarios’
most salient components are quantitative
projections of a few key variables, such as
emissions or average temperature change
over the globe or some region, because the
technical barriers to assigning probabilities
are least severe in this case.  The case is
strongest when a primary purpose of the
scenario exercise is to provide inputs to
other quantitative assessment activities, or
to inform decisions that primarily depend
on one or a few key quantitative variables,
because such uses are most likely to require
probability judgments.  The case is
strongest when the set of potential scenario
users and uses is large and heterogeneous,
because this situation provides the least op-
portunity for informal communication of
implicit judgments of likelihood or priority
through intense, sustained collaboration be-
tween scenario developers and users.

Attempting to include explicit probability
judgments is likely to be least useful and
successful when scenarios specify multi-
ple characteristics, including prominent
narrative or qualitative components; when
the purpose of a scenario exercise is sen-
sitivity analysis or heuristic exploration;

202 See, e.g., the consistent uncertainty language pro-
posed for IPCC reports by Moss and Schneider 2000. 
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and when potential users are few, similar,
and known.  When scenarios are primarily
construed as rich, qualitative narratives that
present major alternative historical and
socio-economic trajectories, the technical
obstacles to explicit probability assignment
are greatest and the likely confidence in
scenario developers’ subjective probability
judgments lowest.   When the main purpose
of a scenario exercise is to stimulate critical
or creative thought, to probe the limits of a
model or decision strategy through sensi-
tivity analysis, or to explore ways of meet-
ing a specified target, explicit probability
assignment provides little or no benefit.
When users are few, similar, and specifi-
cally identified, they can be intensively in-
volved in scenario production, allowing
effective informal communication of like-
lihood judgments without stating them ex-
plicitly.  Under these conditions, scenario
exercises can also be structured to engage
users in the potentially instructive activity
of assigning and discussing their own prob-
ability judgments, rather than putting that
responsibility exclusively on the researchers
or analysts developing scenarios.

Centrally provided scenarios of global
emissions and climate change should at-
tempt to include explicit probability judg-
ments. Because of the large, diverse set of
users for these scenarios, explicit likelihood
judgments should be provided for ranges of
key quantitative outputs, including global
emissions and global-average temperature
change.  Scenarios should typically include
several paths that span a wide range of
judged uncertainty, e.g., 95 percent to 99
percent.  The associated probability judg-
ments may include some that are uncondi-
tional and some that are conditioned on
specific assumed prior conditions.  Such es-
timates should be provided by multiple
groups using diverse methods.  As for all
such probability judgments, their unavoid-
ably subjective nature and the specific as-
sumptions on which they are conditioned
should be stated explicitly and prominently

.

Providing explicit probability judgments al-
lows scenario users to choose whether to
use them or not.  Some users may choose
to use these explicitly in their subsequent
analysis or decision support, while others
may use them only to help decide which sce-
narios to use, and still others may disregard
them entirely.  Users may select a different
group of scenarios or a different subset of
the uncertainty range for various reasons, in-
cluding differences in risk aversion, differ-
ences in the scope of their decision author-
ity, or differences in their assumptions
about decisions by other actors (present or
future).  Presenting complete descriptions of
scenarios together with underlying as-
sumptions and reasoning, including proba-
bility judgments, preserves all these options
for users.

Scenario exercises should give more at-
tention to extreme cases. Some uses of sce-
narios require consideration of low-probability,
high-consequence extreme cases, such as loss
of a major continental ice sheet or major
changes in meridional ocean circulation.
Consequently, such scenarios should be in-
cluded in large, general-purpose scenario ex-
ercises producing emissions or climate-
change scenarios, together with more likely
middle-case scenarios.  When extreme sce-
narios are included in an exercise, it is espe-
cially critical to be explicit and transparent
about the reasoning and assumptions under-
lying each scenario, and scenario developers’
judgments of relative likelihoods.

In addition to enhancing the utility of sce-
nario outputs, probabilistic methods can
contribute throughout the scenario devel-
opment process.  Developing scenarios re-
quires making many judgments about un-
known characteristics and developing many
arguments and pathways to link these.  Sce-
narios based on quantitative models typically
require specifying many exogenous inputs
and parameters.  Even narrative scenarios re-
quire specifying values of multiple charac-
teristics, both qualitative and quantitative.
Explicit discussion of uncertainties and as-
sociated probabilities can help structure
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and facilitate many aspects of the scenario
development process, including deciding ap-
propriate ranges of variables to consider,
defining boundaries of what outcomes are
considered plausible, elaborating associat-
ed causal mechanisms and linkages, dis-
cussing and integrating knowledge and
judgments from multiple participants, and
clarifying disagreements.  Explicit conver-
sation about probabilities can support in-
sights throughout these processes, in addi-
tion to supporting communication of scenario
judgments to users.

5.8  EXPANDING AND SUSTAIN-
ING CAPACITY FOR PRODUC-
TION AND USE OF SCENARIOS203

Present scenario capacity is inadequate.  Al-
though scenario-based reasoning is required
for many aspects of global change assessment
and decision support, the present capacity to
produce, disseminate, apply, evaluate, and
adapt scenarios is inadequate.  There has not
been enough continuity to enable effective
learning, because scenarios are typically
produced de novo for each major application.
There has not been enough transparency about
methods, reasoning, and assumptions.  Con-
structing integrated scenarios and exploring
alternative methods has been difficult, in part
because scenario exercises have tended to be
dominated by use of quantitative models, sep-
arated along disciplinary lines.  Inadequate re-
sources have been devoted to methods de-
velopment, for scenarios and related decision-
support tools Finally, there has been no sys-
tematic evaluation and critique of scenarios
or their application.

To help fulfill these presently unmet
needs, CCSP should establish a
program to: 

•  Commission scenarios for use in as-
sessments and decision-support
activities. This task includes facil-
itating agreement among relevant
producers and users on standard sce-
narios in cases where multiple as-
sessment activities require stan-
dard scenarios for comparability, and
convening and supporting a di-
verse collection of more extensive
and detailed scenario-related exer-
cises, by multiple groups using a
wide range of models and ap-
proaches.  

•  Disseminate scenarios with associated
documentation, tools, and guidance
materials. This task includes mul-
tiple forms of support and pro-
gram-building for diverse groups
seeking to apply, modify, and extend
existing scenario-based informa-
tion at various regional and sectoral
scales, through providing data,
models, tools, resources, and asso-
ciated documentation and technical
support, in multiple forms and
through multiple media.

•  Commission various groups to eval-
uate scenarios and their applica-
tions and to develop improved
methods. This task includes defin-
ing and promulgating standards for
quality control – which, given the
need for diverse approaches, would
principally concern matters of
process such as transparency, doc-
umentation, evaluation, and dis-
semination of results and support-
ing information.  The task also in-
cludes broad efforts to develop sce-
nario-related skills, tools, and meth-
ods, e.g., by providing resources for
methods development and evalua-
tion projects; conducting and es-
tablishing procedures for evaluation
of particular activities and pro-
grams; and convening workshops,

203 Recommendations made in this report regarding pro-
grammatic and organizational changes, and the ade-
quacy of current budgets, reflect the judgment of the
report’s authors and the CPDAC and are not necessar-
ily the views of the U.S. Government.
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conferences, etc., to evaluate
progress overall, or in particular
methodological areas.

•  Archive results and documentation re-
lated to all these tasks, to provide
historical perspective and institu-
tional memory for future scenario-
related activities. This task in-
cludes preserving for retrospective
scrutiny a wide range of materials:
not just the methods, contents, and
results of scenario exercises, but also
the progressive evaluations of par-
ticular activities and approaches, and
of the entire program.  In its ongo-
ing development and evaluation of
methods, the program should not
draw rigid boundaries between sce-
nario development and application
and other related methods of as-
sessment and decision support for
long-term global change issues.

Several conditions in the design and
management of this new program
would be required to ensure its ef-
fectiveness. 

•  The program should build and main-
tain strong connections with out-
side relevant expertise, and analytic
and modeling capability. While
the program must develop enough
internal expertise to be a full par-
ticipant in debates over scenarios
and assessment methods, it cannot
and should not attempt to impose a
unilateral vision of preferred sce-
narios, methods, or approaches.
Rather, it must build and maintain
close collegial connections with
outside networks of researchers
and analysts in multiple fields of ex-
pertise, including emissions mod-
elers, climate scientists and mod-
elers, impacts researchers, and re-
source managers.  These relation-
ships would be facilitated by es-
tablishing governing mechanisms,
such as a senior advisory board,
drawn from the broad communities
of researchers, modelers, and ana-

lysts who are developing and using
scenarios and related methods.  Al-
though established as a US nation-
al program, it must also support, col-
laborate, and coordinate with par-
allel activities in other nations and
internationally, and with relevant
sub-national activities. 

• The program should integrate and bal-
ance goals and criteria related to
scientific and technical quality,
and those related to utility and rel-
evance to users. This balance is
needed for the program to support
promising but speculative activities,
to encourage creativity and diversity
of approach, to avoid being captured
by any particular discipline or mod-
eling approach, and to be willing to
make and explain judgments about
quality and promise that reflect
both scientific and practical con-
siderations.  To achieve this, the pro-
gram needs broad discretion over the
type of projects supported, includ-
ing sponsoring fairly sharply tar-
geted activities, supporting specu-
lative activities, and investing to de-
velop and assess capabilities that do
not yet exist. 

•  The program should be insulated from
political control. For the scenarios
and analyses based on them to be
perceived as credible by their diverse
users, the program needs enough in-
sulation from political control, at
both the national or international
level, to prevent scenarios from
becoming proxies for conflict over
near-term policies, and to allow
exploration of the implications of al-
ternative futures that represent plau-
sible risks but that some political ac-
tors would find objectionable.  

•  The program should strive for max-
imum transparency in its own ac-
tivities, in addition to demanding
it from activities it supports. The
program should strive for maximal
transparency regarding inputs, mod-
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els, assumptions, and reasoning
employed in developing scenarios,
as well as any significant disagree-
ments that arose and how they
were resolved and any remaining
weaknesses recognized by the de-
velopers.  The broader and more di-
verse the collection of intended
uses and users, the more crucial is
transparency of the scenario-pro-
duction process – because different
users may require scenarios pro-
duced using different underlying as-
sumptions, and they must be able to
track the underlying logic to exer-
cise this choice. This would enhance
credibility in the scenario-develop-
ment process.  While calls for such
transparency are widely made, ex-
perience suggests it is difficult to
achieve, particularly for such mat-
ters as disagreements or recognized
weaknesses that may risk profes-
sional embarrassment.  Still, achiev-
ing more transparency and more
widely informed debate on such mat-
ters is essential for advancing sce-
nario methods.

•  The program will require the authority
and resources  necessary to artic-
ulate and promulgate standards for
transparency, consistency (e.g., of
units and formats), and quality con-
trol. This task involves facilitating
discussions among the community
and formulating persuasive guide-
lines and supporting arguments.  It
also requires use of incentives such
as seals of approval, access to par-
ticipation in particular processes, ac-

cess to particular dissemination
outlets, and access to resources.  A
weak “clearinghouse” that solicits,
supports, or publicizes scenarios but
cannot exercise quality control,
propose and stimulate new direc-
tions, or convene critical reviews, of
the whole enterprise and of partic-
ular exercises, is not an adequate
model for the program.

•  The program will require an adequate
sustained resources. The program
must build and maintain a sophis-
ticated analytic capability, and de-
velop skills and institutional mem-
ory regarding prior experiences,
successes, and failures. This re-
quirement precludes the program
being a series of ad hoc one-time ac-
tivities or a part-time, unfunded bur-
den imposed on people and organ-
izations with other full-time re-
sponsibilities.




